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The area described contains 79.85
acres in Canyon County.

The lands ate included in an allowed
entry under the homestead laws.

HARRISON LOESCH,
Assistant Secretary of the Interior.

SEPTEMBER 30, 1969.
[F.R. Doe. 69-11888; Filed, Oct. 3, 1969;

8:47 ama.]

[Public Land Order 47001

[New Mexico 91561

NEW MEXICO

Addition to National Forest

By virtue of the authority contained
in the Act of July 9, 1962 (76 Stat. 140;
43 U.S.C. 315g-1), it is ordered as follows:

Subject to valid existing rights, the
following described lands, acquired in an
exchange made pursuant to section 8 of
the Taylor Grazing Act of June 28, 1934
(48 Stat. 1272; 43 U.S.C. 315g), as
amended, are hereby added to and made
a part of the Lincoln National Forest and
hereafter shall be subject to all laws and
regulations applicable to said national
forest:

NEW MEXIC0 PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN

T. 8S.,R. 11E.,
Sec. 35, S1A.

T. 9 S., R. 11E.,
That portion of those patented mining

claims situated in sections 4 and 9 in the
Nogal Mining District and within the Lin-
coln National Forest described as follows:

Butcher Boy Lode, MS 1266, 18.647 acres.
Grub Stake Lode, MS 1266, 1.760 acres.
Delaware Lode, MS 387, 5.620 acres.
Bornite Lode, MS 391, 12.317 acres.
Privateer Lode, MS 392, 10.322 acres.

The areas described aggregate 368.67
acres in Lincoln County.

HARRISON LOESCH,
Assistant Secretary of the Interior.

SEPTEMBER 30, 1969.
[F.R. Doc. 69-11889; Filed, Oct. 3, 1969;

8:47 a.m.]

[Public Land Order 4701]

[Oregon 622]

OREGON

Withdrawal for National Forest
Recreation Area

By virtue of the authority vested in the
President and pursuant to Executive
Order No. 10355 of May 26, 1952 (17 FR.
4831), it is ordered as follows:

1. Subject to valid existing rights, the
following described national forest lands
are hereby withdrawn from appropria-
tion under the mining laws (30 U.S.C.,
ch. 2), but not from leasing under the

mineral leasing laws, in aid of programs

of the Department of Agriculture:
SrssIyou NATIONAL FOREST

WU.LAMETTE MERIDIAN

Hayes Hill Campgrouna

T. 37 S., R. 8 W.,
Sec. 24, EI/2SEyASWA and SWY4SE .

The areas described aggregate 60 acres
in Josephine County.

2. The withdrawal made by this order
does not alter the applicability of those
public land laws governing the use of
the national forest lands under lease,
license, or permit, or governing the dis-
posal of their mineral or vegetative re-
sources other than under the mining
laws.

HARRiSO LOESCH,
Assistant Secretary of the Interior.

SEPTEMBER 30, 1969.
[F.R. Doc. 69-11890; Filed, Oct. 3, 1969;

8:48 a.m.]

Title 49-TRANSPORTATION
Chapter l-Hazardous.Materials Reg-

ulations Board, Department of
Transportation

[Docket No. nIM-61

PART 180-CARRIERS BY PIPELINE

PART 195-TRANSPORTATION OF

LIQUIDS BY PIPELINE,

Requirements for Design, Construc-
tion, Operation, and Maintenance

The purpose of this amendment is to
establish safety regulations for the de-
sign, construction, operation, and main-
tenance of pipelines carrying hazardous
materials and petroleun products in
liquid form. These regulations, which
were proposed as an amendment to Part
180 of this chapter, are issued as a new
Part 195. They have been renumbered in
order to align them more closely with
the other pipeline regulations of the De-
partment which are now contained in
Part 190. Existing Part 180 is deleted and
its substantive provisions are incorpo-
rated in new Part 195 as Subparts A and
B.

On July 12, 1968, the Hazardous Ma-
terials Regulations Board issued Notice
68-4 (Docket HIM-6; 33 F.R. 10213,
July 17, 1968) ptoposing to amend Part
180 of the Hazardous Materials Regula-
tions to establish detailed safety regula-
tions for liquid pipelines. The public was
given 4 months to comment on the
proposal and upon request this was sub-
sequently extended to 6 months. Com-
ments were received from 60 persons,
including individual companies, indus-
try groups, and other governmental
bodies.

As a result of these comments, the
hydrostatic testing requirements for new
and existing pipelines as set forth in
proposed Subparts E and G are not is-
sued with this amendment. The com-
ments submitted on Subpart G were

critical of the proposed testing procedures
and strongly opposed to their broad ap-
plication for qualifying and periodically
requalifying all existing pipelines. Some
of the reasons cited were: The extremely
high costs of shutting down existing pipe-
lines primarily caused by loss of through-
put; the improved protection systems
that have been provided in recent years;
the lack of necessity indicated by acci-

dent reibords; and the minimal benefits
(i.e., improved safety) to the public that
would accrue from such a testing pro-
gram. A number of alternatives were
proposed by those who commented, in-
cluding removing the requirements for
pipelines with adequate protection sys-
tems, spot testing of older lines, or bas-
ing the test requirement on the number
of failures occurring in particular
pipelines.

After considering all of the relevant
comments, the Board has concluded that
a number of serious problems may exist
in the broad application of the proposed
qualification and requalification require-
ments to all existing pipelines. This ap-
pears to be particularly true with respect
to cost-benefit analysis and, in the case
of some pipelines, with respect to the
basic need for such a requirement. There-
fore, it has been decided to withdraw
Subpart G of the proposal in order to
carefully reconsider these requirements
in light of the alternative proposals. The
problems involved in periodic testing of
existing pipelines will be explored
through further rule making, including
a public hearing to be announced at a
later date. The withdrawal of proposed
rules constitutes only that action and
does not preclude the Board from issuing
another notice in the future, nor does it
commit the Board to any future course
of action.

New pipelines, and existing pipelines
that receive major modifications, are be-
ing hydrostatically tested in accordance
'with the industry code before being
placed in service and this appears to be
a universally accepted practice. However,
many of the comments did question the
requirement for testing at 140 percent
of the maximum operating pressure.
Most suggested that the test be con-
ducted at 125 percent stating that this
pressure provided an adequate safety
factor and conformed to the existing
industry practice.

On the other hand, some comments
indicated that testing to higher pres-
sures had a number of beneficial effects
from the standpoint of safety. In view of
these differences of opinion within the
industry over testing to higher pres-
sures, Subpart E is being withheld and
a public hearing is being scheduled in
order to obtain additional information
before making a final decision on test
pressures. In addition, some of the pro-
visions affecting the selection of maxi-
mum operating pressure, such as those
relating to surge pressure and minimum
wall thickness, also provoked consider-
able public comment. Since the limits
on operating pressure and test pressure
are so closely related, they should be
considered together.

Therefore, the proposed definitions of
"internal design pressure" and "maxi-
mum operating pressure", and proposed
§ 180.106 on determining wall thickness
are also being withheld pending the

resolution of these questions. A public

hearing will be held (see p. 15489 of this

issue) and it is expected that these

provisions will be issued within 30 days

thereafter, to be effective at the same
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time as the regulations being issued
herein.

The preamble to the notice of pro-
posed rule making discussed the differ-
ence between "performance" and
"specification" type requirements, indi-
cating the inten% to develop, to the maxi-
mum extent possible, performance
requirements so as to avoid impeding
innovation on the part of the industry.
It is recognized that many of the ma-
terials that are incorporated by refer-
ence in these regulations are detailed
specification type requirements that to
some degree negate this intent. To avoid
this result in the future, public comment
is requested on ways to state the ob-
jectives of these incorporated materials
so as to provide the flexibility that is
necessary to encourage technological
improvements.

One of the most significant changes to
the rules proposed involves the testing
of girth welds. It has been decided that
the 100 percent testing requirement for
girth welds is not necessary for all loca-
tions, and therefore the requirement
that each girth weld be tested is now
limited to a number of well-defined areas
where the potential hazards of a loss of
commodity are much greater. In all
other locations, which will be mostly
open country, only 10 percent of the
welds made each day must be tested, al-
though to assure representative testing
this will include at least 10 percent of
each welder's work. However, with re-
spect to the 10 percent requirement, it
should be recognized that this is a mini-
mum requirement and that the testing
of the welds should be conducted in con-
sideration not only of the situation in
existence when the pipeline is con-
structed but also with respect to the
situation which can be foreseen in the
future. While 10 percent testing may be
adequate for a particular location at the
time a pipeline is laid, a change in popu-
lation density might make this entirely
inadequate in the future, thus neces-
sitating some additional safety measures,
such as a reduction in operating pres-
sure, to compensate for the lack of
testing.

Other significant changes to the pro-
posed regulations are discussed bel6w by
individual section. The section numbers
correspond to the numbers proposed in
Notice 68-4, with only the part number
changed. In addition, a number of edi-
torial changes and minor clarifying
modifications to language have been
made which do not significantly change
the substance of, the proposed rules.

Section 195.1. The scope of the regula-
tion has been clarified by specifying that
the hazardous materials covered are
those that are subject to Parts 172 and
173 of the Hazardous Materials Regula-
tions. Restricting the term in this way
necessiates specifically including, petro-
leum and petroleum products in the
scope since some forms of petroleum are
not subject to those regulations. The
exclusion 6f natural and artificial gas
has been broaderned to include all daseous
materials since, with the advent of the
Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act of 1968,
these commodities will be covered by the
gas pipeline regulations. A new para-

graph (b) (4) has been added to exclude
all gathering pipelines in rural areas
except for accident reporting purposes.
For the most part, these are low pressure
and relatively low volume lines and they
create virtually no hazard to persons or
property when they are located in rural
areas.

Section 195.2. The only significant
change in definitions involves the dele-
tion of the term "hazardous material"
and the addition of the term "commod-
ity". Both terms were used in the pro-
posed rules but it appears that one will
suffice. Therefore "commodity" is defined
and will.be used unifornly to denomi-
nate any hazardous liquid that is subject
to Part 195, including both hazardous
materials and petroleum. The definition
of "petroleum" is also deleted as unnec-
essary since the term is well understood
by the industry.

Section 195.4. This section has been
reworded to state a prohibition and to
be more specific about the problem
involved. No substantive change is
intended.

Section 195.8. The requirement for in-
formation under this section has been
changed slightly to make it consistent
with the preceding section. This will
avoid confusion when both sections are
applicable to a particular situation as
they will be in the case of a commodity
other than petroleum being carried in
nonsteel pipe.

Subpart B. The section numbers have
been changed to permit greater flexibility
in assigning numbers in future amend-
ments. Since most liquid commodities
will vaporize to some degree when re-
leased to the atmosphere, the scope of
this subpart has been changed by limit-
ing § 195.50(c) to the escape of liquefied
gases. Other changes in the reporting
criteria were suggested by the comments,'
but since they had not been proposed and
the industry and public have not had an
opportunity to comment, these sugges-
tions are deferred for future rule-making
proceedings. The accident form remains
unchanged except for the cross refer-
ences to the regulations.

Subpart C. The sections in this sub-
part and Subpart D have been reworded
to remove any reference to the carriers
since these provisions apply to whoever
performs the design and construction
work. Under § 195.402(d), any pipeline
operated under this part must meet all
of these design and constr:uction require-
ments. Those sections that have been
changed significantly are discussed
below.

Section 195.100. A sentence has been
added to this section to make it clear that
the design provisions do not apply to
minor movements of pipe as provided in
§ 195.424.

Section 195.106. As noted previously,
this section has been omitted, pending
resolution of certain related issues in-
volvirg hydrostatic testing and maxi-
mum operating pressure.

Section 195.110. Several comments re-
quested that the example of earthquakes
be omitted-from paragraph (a) since it
is virtually impossible to provide for
earthquakes. However, the industry has
required consideration of this factor in

the past and it is not unreasonable to
impose such a burden in these regula-
tions. This requirement applies only to
anticipated loads and, to the extent that
a particular external load cannot reason-
ably be anticipated, it need not be
provided for.

Section 195.112. Paragraph (c) has
been changed to permit marking on
either the pipe or pipe coating and to
allow marking with the grade of pipe as
well as specified minimum yield strength.

Section- 195.114. Paragraph (a) is
changed to provide for determining wall
thickness where this is not known.
Known specifications are required be-
cause random testing is not considered
adequate for determining physical and
chemical properties and longitudinal
wdld quality. In addition, the comments
indicated that the provisions of para-
graph (b) limiting corrosion pits to 5
percent of the nominal wall thickness
were too stringent. This is particularly
true since the acceptable tolerances in
nominal wall thickness are such that a
piece of pipe could be corroded more
than 5 percent and still have more than
the nominal wall thickness remaining.
The remaining wall thickness is the most
important consideration and, since de-
vices are available for measuring this
dimension of the pipe, the requirement
is restated in those terms. The remaining
wall thickness must be equal to or greater
than that required by the thickness
tolerances in the specifications to which
the pipe was manufactured. Any other
surface defects must also be acceptable
under the pipe specifications. However,
corroded pipe with a remaining wall
thickness that does not meet the speci-
fications may be used'if the operating
pressure is reduced commensurately in
accordance with the limits on operating
pressure that will be included in Sub-
part F. Proposed paragraph (c) has
been transferred to § 195.234(f).

Section 195.116. Since valve extensions
do not always remain with the same
valve, it is impracticable to mark them as
proposed and this requirement is deleted.
As a clarification, the marking is spe-
cifically permitted to be on either the
body or the nameplate.

Section 195.120. This section has been
reworded to exclude the application of
this requirement to station and terminal
manifolds.

Subpart D. As noted above, this sub-
part has also been amended to exclude
all references to carriers.

Section 195.200. A sentence has been
added to exclude the movement of line
pipe under § 195.424 from the construc-
tion requirements.

Section 195.202. This section has been
extensively rewritten but has not been
changed in substance except to permit
the use of more or less permanent stand-
ards in addition to specifications written
for an individual job. The requirement
that the construction be performed in
accordance with specifications or stand-
ards obviates any requirement specif-
ically stating that the carrier must have
specifications or standards.

Section 195.206. Since the primary
concern here is damage occurring in
transit, this provision is Yaade more
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flexible by modifying it to require inspec-
tion at the site of installation rather than
immediately before installation.

Section 195.210. The comments stated
that there is insufficient evidence of any
safety benefits to require an additional
24 inches of cover near these buildings or
areas. It appears that an additional 12
inches should provide adequate protec-
tion against any excavation or unusual
external loads that may occur.

Section 195.212. The requirements for
using a cold bending method and for a
minimum radius of bend have been de-
leted. The other requirements of this
section should be adequate to assure
proper bending of pipe in the field.
Several comments apparently read this
section as prohibiting any variation in
pipe diameter that might result from
bending. This was not intended and
slight irregularities in pipe diameter are
not restricted so long as the other re-
quirements are met.

It was also suggested by several per-
sons that paragraph (e) be eliminated.
The Board believes that this require-
ment is necessary to reduce strains on
the weld and there is insufficient tech-
nical justification for eliminating it at
this time.

Section 195.214. The sentence in para-
graph (a) referring to AWS A3.0-1961
has been dropped since no terms from
that document are utilized.

Section 195.216. This section has been
deleted since the comments indicated
that the technical justification was in-
sufficient to warrant such restrictions.

Section 195.218. The comments indi-
cated that the requirement for locating
weld seams in the top half of the pipe
was useful for locating leaks but was
not sufficiently related to safety to be
mandatory. For this reason, it has been
deleted.

Section 195.220. Additional language
has been added here to specify that the
filler metal must be as strong as the
strongest piece of pipe being welded.

Section 195.224. This section has been
reworded to make it clear that the pur-
pose is protection of the weld from ad-
verse weather.

Section 195.226. For the reasons dis-
cussed previously, the provisions for re-
pair of arc burns by grinding have been
modified to be consistent with § 195.114
with respect to the remaining wall thick-
ness that is required.

Section 195.228. This section has been
reworded to emphasize that the quality
of the completed weld is the primary
concern.

Section 195.234. The welding require-
ments have been extensively modified as
discussed in the main body of the pre-
amble. A new paragraph (f) has been
added to provide for testing of old girth
welds.

Section 195.238. This section has been
reorganized and reworded for greater
clarity. Proposed § 180.240 has been de-
leted and added to this section as
paragraph (b).

Section 195.248. In response to com-
ments indicating a substantial increase
in cost with very little additional pro-

tection, the cover requirement for pipe
laid in rock excavations under bodies of
water has been reduced.

Section 195.250. In response to a num-
ber of comments, an alternative has been
added to allow a reduction in clearance
if adequate provision -is made for cor-
rosion control.

Section 195.256. The requirement for
a certain crossing angle for railroads and
highways has been deleted as impracti-
cal and unnecessary for safety.

Section 195.260. The requirement for
a minimum spacing of valves has been
dropped as impractical. In the case of
very flat terrain, it appears that these
valves would serve no valid safety func-
tion. On the other hand, in very hilly
country, valves will probably have to be
placed at much shorter inteivals and it
should not be implied that 10 miles is
acceptable under these circumstances,
Several comments objected to the re-
quirement for valves on each side of a
water crossing more than 100 feet from
high-water mark to high-water mark. As
adopted, this requirenfent authorizes the
Federal Railroad Administrator to ap-
prove the construction of crossings over
100 feet without valves if he finds in a
particular case that the valves are not
justified. The Board recognizes that the
width of the crossing is not the only
factor that should be considered and

, intends to consider other relevant factors
in future rulemaking actions.

Section 195.262. Paragraph (d) is
changed to except offshore pumping sta-
tions, since these facilities could not pos-
sibly comply and there is no necessity
for doing so. In addition, since many
pumping stations are part of larger fa-
cilities owned and controlled by other
persons, the requirement for exclusive
control by the carrier is dropped as
impracticable.

Subpart F-§ 195.402. Paragraph (a)
has been reorganized to make clear the
three situations for which a carrier must
have procedures, i.e., normal operations,
abnormal operations, and emergencies.

Under paragraph (c), the pipeline
need only be shut down in the case of
an immediate hazard to persons or
property.

The comments suggested that the de-
sign and construction requirements
should bot be effective until 1 year after
being issued. However, since most of
these requirements are now being fol-
lowed by the industry under its own
self-imposed code, the Board, believes
that 6 months will be adequate time to
begin to comply.

Section 195.404. Despite several com-
ments suggesting that 1 year's records
are sufficient for pump stations, the
Board still believes that 3 years is
necessary to adequately evaluate the past
performance of the station and to isolate
any problems if an accident has occurred.

Section 195.410. An exception has been
provided for line markers which have
been installed before the effective date of
this amendment. Markers in this cate-
gory that do not meet the stated require-
ments need not be replaced for 5 years.
As a result of this change, It is possible to
require that all markers installed after

the effective date meet the regulations
rather than waiting for a year after the
effective date. The requirements for-signs
on navigable waterways have been modi-
fied to conform with those presently .
used. In addition, markers will not be
required in urban areas where they can-
not be effectively lsed if substructure
records are available.

Section 195.414. This section has been
rewritten for greater c 1 a r i t y. The
changes in proposed paragraph (a) do
not -change its substantive effect. The
provisions in paragraph- (b) for disposi-
tion of corroded pipe were duplicative of
§ 195.416 and are therefore deleted. Para-
graph (c) is modified to require cathodic
protection at tank farms and pumping
stations only where an electrical inspec-
tion shows it to be necessary.

Section 195.416. The period for rein-
spection of uncoated pipeline systems has
been raised to 5 years to be consistent
with the initial inspection requirements.
As indicated in the discussion above on
§ 195.114 with respect to used pipe, the
important consideration in evaluating
the usability of corroded pipe is the re-
maining wall thickness, and the require-
ments of paragraph (f) are reworded in
this way. The carriers are also given the
option of repairing the pipe in the case
of small areas of corrosion. In addition,
a new paragraph is added to provide for
pitted areas. Under this paragraph,
pitted areas need not be repaired or re-
placed if the pits are of small diameter
and the wall thickness at the bottom of
the pits is at least 70 percent of the
nominal wall thickness. The references
in paragraphs (a) and (b) to construc-
tion requirements were not appropriate
for existing pipelines and accordingly
they are deleted.

Section 195.418. This section has been
reorganized slightly. Paragraph (c) be-
comes paragraph (d) and is reworded to
be consistent with the other require-
ments for corroded pipe.

Section 195.424. The restrictions con-
tained in the proposal have been deter-
mined to be unnecessarily stringent and
very costly to the industry. Therefore,
they have been relaxed to allow the
movement of pipe with the commodity
(except for liquefied gases) still flowing,
although at a substantially reduced pres-
sure. In the case of liquefied gases, the
line section will have to be isolated to
stop the flow of the commodity.

Section 195.428. It appears from the
comments that the inspection period of
12 months will be adequate for overpres-
sure devices except in the case of pipe-
lines carrying liquefied gases. These will
have to be inspected each 6 months.

In consideration of the foregoing and
for the reasons discussed in the preamble
to Notice 68-4, Title 49, Chapter I of the
Code of Federal Regulations is amended
by deleting Part 180 and by adding a new
Part 195 to read as follows, effective
April 1, 1970.
(Secs. 831-835, Title 18, United States Code;
sec. 6(e) (4), (f) (3) (A), Department of
Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. 1655 (e) (4),
(f) (3) (A)); § 1.4(d) (6), Regulations of the
Office of the Secretary of Transportation)
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Issued in Washington, D.C., on Sep-
tember 29, 1969.

R. N. Wm'TmA,
Administrator,

Federal Railroad Administration.

Subpart A--General
Sec.
195.1 Scope. ,
195.2 Definitions.
195.3 Matter incorporated by reference.
195.4 Acceptable petroleum commodities.
195.6 Transportation of commodities

other than petroleum.
195.8 Transportation of commodities in

pipelines constructed with other
than steel pipe.

195.10 Responsibility of carrier for com-
pliance with this part.

Subpart B-Accident Reporting
195.50 Scope.
195.52 Immediate notice of fatal accidents.
195.54 Accident reporting.
195.56 Instructions for preparing DOT

Form 7000-1.
195.58 Changes in or additions to accident

report.
195.60 Carrier assistance in investigation.
195.62 Supplies of accident report DOT

Form 7000-1.

Subpart C-Design Requirements
195.100 Scope.
195.102 Design .temperature.
195.104 Variations in pressure.
195.108 External pressure.
195.110 External loads.
195.112 New pipe.
195.114 Used pipe.
195.116 Valves.
195.118 Fittings.
195.120 Changes in direction: Provision for

for internal passage.
195.122 Fabricated branch connections.
195.124 Closures.
195.126 Flange connection.
195.128 Station piping.
195.130 Fabricated assemblies.
195.132 Above ground tanks.

Subpart D-Construction
195.200 Scope.
195.202 Compliance with specifications or

standards.
195.204 Inspection-general.
195.206 Material inspection. -
195.208 Welding of supports and braces.
195.210 Pipeline location.
195.212 Bending of pipe.
195.214 Welding: General.
195.218 Welding: Seam offset.
195.220 Welds: Filler metal.
195.222 Welders: Testing.
195.224 Welding: Weather.
195.226 Welding. Are burns.
195.228 Welding inspection: Standards of

acceptability.
195.230 Welds: Repair of defects.
195.232 Welds: Removal of defects.
195.234 Welds: Nondestructive testing and

retention, of testing records.
195.236 External corrosion protection.
195.238 External coating.
195.242 Cathodic protection system.
195.244 Test leads.
195.246 Installation of pipe in a ditch.
195.248 Cover over buried pipeline.
195.250 Clearance between pipe and under-

ground structures.
195.252 Backfilling.
195.254 Above ground components.
195.256 Crossing of railroads and highways.
195.258 Valves: General.
195.260 Valves: Location.
195.262 Pumping equipment.
195.264 Above ground tanks.
195.266 Construction records.

RULES AND REGULATIONS

Subpart E [Reserved]

Subpart F-Operation and Maintenance

Sec.
195.400
195.402
195.404
195.408
195.410
195.412

195.414
195.416
195.418
195.420
195.422
195.424
195.426
195.428
195.430
195.432
195.434
195.436
195.438

Scope.
General requirements.
Maps and xecords.
Communications.
Line markers.
Inspection of rights-of-way and

crossings under navigable waters.
Cathodic protectiom
External corrosion control.
Internal corrosion control.
Valve maintenance,
Pipeline repairs.
Pipe movement.
Scraper and sphere facilities.
Overpressure safety devices,
Fireflghting equipment.
Storage vessels.
Signs.
Security of facilities.
Smoking or open flames.

AuTHoarry: The provisions of this Part 195
issued under sees. 831-835, Title 18, United
States Code; sec. 6 (e) (4), (f) (3) (A), Depart-
ment of Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. 1655
(e) (4), (f) (3) (A)); § 1.4(d) (6) of the regu-
lations of the Office of the Secretary of
Transportation.

Subpart A-General

§ 195.1 Scope.

(a) Except as provided in paragraph
(b) of this section, this part prescribes
rules governing the transportation by
pipeline in interstate and foreign com-
merce of hazardous materials that are
subject to Parts 172 and 173 of this chap-
ter, petroleum, and petroleum products.

(b) This part does not apply to--
(1) Transportation of water 'or any

commodity that is transported in a
gaseous state;

(2) Transportation through a pipeline
by gravity;

(3) Transportation through pipelines
that operate at a stress level of 20 percent
or less of the specified minimum yield
strength of the line pipe in the system;
and

(4) Except for Subpart B of this part,
transportation of petroleum in rural
areas between a production facility and
the point where the petroleum is received
by a carrier.
§ 195.2 Definitions.

As used in this part-
"Administrator" means the Adminis-

trator of the Federal Railroad Adminis-
tration of the Department of Transpor-
tation or any person to whom he has
delegated authority in the matter
concerned.

"Barrel" means a unit of measurement
equal to 42 U.S. standard gallons.

"Carrier" means a pipeline carrier
subject to sections 831-835 of title 18,
United States Code.

-"Commodity" means a hazardous ma-
terial that is subject to Parts 172 and
173 of this chapter, petroleum, and
petroleum products.

"Component" means any part of a
pipeline which may be subjected to pump
pressure including, but not limited to,
pipe, valves, elbows, tees, flanges, and
closures.

"Line section" means a continuous run
of pipe between adjacent pressure pump
stations, between a pressure pump sta-
tion and terminal or working tankage,
between a.pressure pump station and a
block valve, or between adjacent block
valves.

"Nominal wall thickness" means the
wall thickness listed in the pipe
specifications.

"Offshore" means beyond the line of
ordinary low water along that portion
of the coast of the United States that
is in direct contact with the open seas
and beyond the line marking the sea-
ward limit of inland waters.

"Pipe" or "line pipe" means a tube,
usually cylindrical, through which a
commodity flows from one point to
another.

"Pipeline system" or "pipeline" means
all parts of a carrier's physical facilities
through which commodities move in
transportation that is subject to this
part, including, but not limited to, line
pipe, valves and other appurtenances
connected to line pipe, pumping units,
fabricated assemblies associated with
pumping units, metering and delivery
stations and fabricated assemblies there-
in, and carrier-controlled breakout
tankage.

"Specified minimum yield strength"
means the minimum yield strength, ex-
pressed in pounds per square inch, pre-
scribed by the specification under which
the material is purchased from the
manufacturer.

"Stress level" means the level of
tangential or hoop stiess, usually ex-
pressed as a percentage of specified
minimum yield strength.

"Surge pressure" means pressure pro-
duced by a change in velocity of the
moving stream that results from shutting
down a pump station or pumping unit,
closure of a valve, or any other blockage
of the moving stream.
§ 195.3 Matter incorporated by refer-

ence.
(a) There are incorporated by refer- Y

ence in this part all materials referred
to in this part that are not set forth in
full in this part. These materials are
hereby made a part of this regulation.
Materials subject to change are incor-
porated as they are in effect on the date
of adoption of this part, unless the refer-
ence to them specifically provides
otherwise.

(b) All incorporated materials are
available for inspection in the Docket
Room, Room 304, 400 Sixth Street SW.,
Washington, D.C. In addition, materials
incorporated by reference are available
as follows:

(1) American Petroleum Institute
(API), 1271 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, N.Y. 10020 or 300 Corrigan
Tower Building, Dallas, Tex. 75201.

(2) The American Societj of Mechani-
cal Engineers (ASME), United Engineer-
ing Center, 345 East 47th Street, New
York, N.Y. 10017.

(3) Manufacturers Standardization
Society of the Valve and Fittings In-
dustry (MSS), 420 Lexington Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10017.
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(4) United States of America Stand-
ards Institute (USASI), 10 East 40th
Street, New York, N.Y. 10016.

(c) The full title for the publications
incorporated by reference in this part
are as follows:

(1) American Petroleum Institute:
(I) API Standard 6D is titled "API

Specification for Steel Gate, Plug, Ball,
and Check Valves for Pipeline Service,"
which may be obtained from the Dallas
office.

(ID API Standard 1104 is titled
"Standard for Welding Pipe Lines and
Related Facilities," which may be ob-
tained from the New York office.

(2) ASME Code is the American So-
ciety of Mechanical Engineers Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code, section VIII,
Rules for Construction of Unfired Pres-
sure Vessels.

(3) Manufacturers Standardization
Society of the Valve and Fitting
Industry:

(I) MSS Standard Practice SP-48 is
titled "Steel Butt-Welding Fittings (26
inch and larger) ."

(ii) MSS Standard Practice SP-63 is
titled "High Strength Wrought Welding
Fittings."

(4) United States of America Stand-
ards Institute:

(I) USAS B16.9 is titled "Wrought
Steel Butt-Welding Fittings."

(ii) USAS B31.4 is titled "Liquid
Petroleum Transportation Pipeline
Systems."

§ 195.4 Acceptable petroleum commod-
ities.

No carrier may transport any petro-
leum or petroleum product unless the pe-
troleum or petroleum product is chemi-
cally compatible with-both the pipeline,
including all components, and, any other
commodity that it may come into contact
with while in the pipeline.

§ 195.6 Transportation of commodities
other than petroleum.

(a) Except for petroleum and -petro-
leum products, no carrier may transport
any commodity unless the carrier noti-
fies the Administrator in writing, with
the information listed in paragraph (b)
of this section, at least 90 days before
the date the transportation is to begin.
If the Administrator determines that the
transportation of the commodity in the
manner proposed would be unduly haz-
ardous, he will, within 90 days after re-
ceipt of the notice, order the carrier, in
writing, not to transport the commodity
in the proposed manner until further no-\
tice. As soon as practicable after Issuance
of such an order, the Administrator will
initiate appropriate action to determine
whether and in what manner the com-
modity may be transported without un-
due hazard.

(b) The notice submitted to the Ad-
ministrator by the carrier must state the
chemical name, common name, hazard
classification determined in accordance
with Part 173 of this chapter, properties,
and characteristics of the commodity to
be transported. It must also include
design specifications, including mate-
rials used in construction of the pipeline

and the maximum operating pressures
for the plieline through which the com-
modity is'to be transported.

§ 195.8 Transportation of commodities
in pipelines constructed with other
than steel pipe.

No carrier may transport any com-
modity through a pipe that is constructed
with material other than steel unless the
carrier has notified the Administrator in
writing at least 90 days before the trans-
portation is to begin. The notice must
state the chemical name, common name,
hazard classification (if any) determined
in accordance with Part 173 of this
chapter, properties, and characteristics
of thecommodity to be transported and
the material used in construction of the
pipeline. If the Administrator determines
that the transportation of the com-
modity in the manner proposed would be
unduly hazardous, he will, within 90 days
after receipt of the notice order the car-
rier, in writing, not to transport the com-
modity in the proposed manner until
further notice.

§ 195.10 Responsibility of carrier for
compliance with this part.

A carrier may make arrangements with
anothei person for the performance of
any action required by this part. How-
ever, the carrier is not thereby relieved
from the responsibility for compliance
with any requirement of this part.

Subpart B-Accident Reporting

§ 195.50 Scope.

This subpart prescribes rules govern-
ing the reporting of any failure in a pipe-
line system subject to this part in which
there is a release of the commodity trans-
ported resulting in any of the following:

(a) Explosion or fire not intentionally
set by the carrier.

(b) Loss of 50 or more barrels of
liquid.

(c) Escape to the atmosphere of more
than five barrels a day of liquefied petro-
leum gas or other liquefied gas.

(d) Death of any person.
(e) Bodily harm to any person result-

ing in-one or more of the following:
(1) Loss of consciousness.
(2) Necessity to carry the person from

the scene.
(3) Necessity for medical treatment.
(4) Disability which prevents the dis-

charge of normal duties or the pursuit
of normal activities beyond the day of
the accident. -

(f) Property damage of at least $1,000
to other than the carrier's facilities, based
upon actual cost or reliable estimates.

§ 195.52 Immediate notice of fatal ac-
cidents.

Whenever the death of any person as
the result of an accident required to be
reported under this subpart occurs before
the carrier has filed a report under
§ 195.54, the carrier shall, immediately
after it becomes aware of the death,
notify the Administrator, by telegraph
or telephone, of at least the following:

(a) Name and address of the carrier.
- (b) Date, time, and exact location of
the accident.
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(c) The number of persons killed and
the number injured.

(d) A brief description of the accident.

§ 195.54 Accident reporting.

Each carrier that experiences an acci-
dent that is required to be reported
under this subpart shall, as soon as prac-
ticable, but not later than 15 days after
discovery of the accident, prepare and
file an accident report, on DOT Form
7000-1 or a facsimile, with the Adminis-
trator, Federal Railroad Administration,
Department of Transportation, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20591. The carrier shall file
two copies of each report and shall retain
one copy at its principal place of
business.

§ 195.56 Instructions for preparing DOT
Form 7000-1.

(a) Each carrier shall prepare each
report of an accident on DOT Form
7000-1 or a facsimile, in accordance with
the following instructions:

(1) General. Each applicable item
must be marked or filled in as fully and
as accurately as information accessible to
the carrier at the time of filing the report
will permit.

(2) Part A. Enter name as it is filed
with the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion. If the carrier's name is not filed
with the Commission, enter the complete
corporate name of the carrier. Enter the
address of the carrier's principal place
of business including zip code.

(3) Part B, Item 1. Enter the date the
accident occurred or was discovered. If
the accident was not discovered on the
date it occurred, state this fact on the
back of the form.

(4) Part B, Item 2. Enter the exact
time in hours and minutes (i.e., 10:15) if
known or a time range (i.e., 10-11) if
exact time is not known. If the accident
was not discovered on the date it oc-
curred, enter the time it was discovered
and state this fact, on the back of the
form as in Part B, Item 1.

(5) Part B, Item 3. Enter all three
names, State, county, city, or town, in or
near which accident occurred.

(6) Part B, Item 4. Mark the appro-
priate box. If "other" is marked, state
clearly on form what part of the pipe-
line system.

(7) Part B, Iten 5. If the accident oc-
curred in an uninhabited area, such as
woods, cultivated field, swamp, etc., so
state clearly on the form under Item 5.
If not, attach a sketch to the form show-
ing the part of the pipeline system where
the accident occurred, and the location
of the accident as related to significant
landmarks. Each item shown on the
sketch. must be clearly and distinctly
marked to identify it. Approximate dis-
tances from accident location to all land-
marks shown on the sketch must be
indicated.

(8) Part C. Mark the appropriate box
or boxes. If applicable, mark more than
one box. If "other" is--marked, state
clearly on form the exact origin of the
release of commodity.

(9) Part D. Mark the appropriate box.
If "other" is marked, clearly state the
cause of the accident.
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(10) Part E. Indicate a number under
each heading including "0" if none. Re-
port deaths, even if previously reported
in accordance with § 195.52.

(11) Part F, Items 1 and 2. Report
only material in the pipeline system that
was actually damaged such as pipe,
valves, or fittings. Do not include cost of
commodity which was lost due to the
accident or fittings used during repair
which became permanently attached to
the system. The dollar value of damage
should be based on replacement at pres-
ent day costs.

(12) Part F, Items 3 and 4. This is
damage to property other than that of
the carrier. Dollar value must be actual
or the best estimate available.

(13) Part G, Item 1. State the com-
monly used name of the commodity, such
as fuel oil, regular gasoline, liquefied
petroleum gas. If the commodity name
is one not commonly used, state the name
here and give a brief description Of it
under "Account of Accident by Respon-
sible Official of Carrier."

(14) Part G, Item 3. State the year
facility was installed or the best estimate
possible. Pipe is excluded as the year of
installation is required in Item 4 of
Part H.

(15) Part H. Mark appropriate boxes
and state information required in all
items of this part only if the accident oc-
curred in line pipe. If the accident oc-
curred in any other part of the pipeline
system, omit this part.

(16) Part I. Mark appropriate boxes
and state information required in all
items of this part if the accident was
caused by corrosion in any component of
the pipline system. In Item 4, state the
length of time between the type of tests,
such as pipe-to-soil potential, stated in
Item 5.

(17) Part J. Complete all three items
only if the accident was caused by equip-
ment rupturing the pipeline. In Item 2,
all the information stated on the closest
line marker must be shown.

(b) In addition to the requirements of
paragraph (a) of this section, in the
space provided after Part J, the carrier
shall enter an account of the accident
containing the most reliable information
to which the carrier has access at the
time of reporting, sufficiently detailed
and complete to convey an understand-
ing of the accident. This account may be
continued on an extra sheet of paper if
more space is needed.

(c) At the bottom of the back of DOT
Form 7000-1, the carrier shall state the
name and title of the pipeline official
responsible for compiling and filing the
report along with the telephone number
at which this official can be reached, and
the date the report was completed.
§ 195.58 Changes in or additions to ac-

cident report.

Whenever a carrier receives any
changes in the information reported or
additions to the original report on DOT
Form 7000-1 it shall immediately file a
supplemental report with the Adminis-
trator.

§ 195.60 Carrier assistance in investiga.
tion.

If the Department of Traisportation
investigates an accident, the carrier in-
volved shall make available to the rep-
resentative of the Department all rec-
ords and information that in any way
pertain to the accident, and shall afford
all reasonable assistance in the investi-
gation of the accident.

§ 195.62 Supplies of accident report
DOT Form 7000-1.

Each carrier shall maintain an ade-
quate supply of forms that are a facsimile
of DOT Form 7000-1 to enable it to
promptly report accidents. The Depart-
ment will, upon request, furnish speci-
men copies of the form. Requests should
be addressed to the Federal Railroad Ad-
ministration, Department of Transpor-
tation,. Washington, D.C. 20591.

Subpart C-Design Requirements

§ 195.100 Scope.

This subpart prescribes minimum de-
sign requirements for new pipeline sys-
tems constructed with steel pipe and for
relocating, replacing, or otherwise chang-
ing existing systems constructed with
steel pipe. However, it does not apply to
the movement of line pipe covered by
§ 195.424.

§ 195.102 Design temperature.
Material for components of the system

must be chosen for the temperature en-
vironment in which the components will
be used so that the pipeline will maintain
its structural integrity.

§ 195.104 Variations in pressure.
If, within a pipeline system, two or

more components are to be connected at
a place where one will operate at a higher
pressure than another, the system must
be designed so that any component oper-
ating at the lower pressure Will not be
overstressed. /

§ 195.108 External pressure.
Any external pressure that will be ex-

ertbd on the pipe must be provided for in
designing a pipeline system.
§ 195.110 Externalloads.

(a) Anticipated external loads (e.g.),
earthquakes, vibration, thermal expan-
sion, and contraction must be provided
for in designing a pipeline system. In
providing for expansion and flexibility,
section 419 of USAS B31.4-1966 must be
followed.

(b) The pipe and other components
must be supported in such a way that
the support does not cause excess local-
ized stresses. In designing attachments
to pipe, the added stress to the wall of
the pipe must be computed and com-
pensated for.

§ 195.112 New pipe.

Any new pipe installed in a pipeline
system must comply with the following:

(a) The pipe must be made of steel of
the carbon, low alloy-high strength, or
alloy type that is able to withstand the
internal pressures and external loads and

pressures anticipated for the pipeline
system.

(b) The pipe must be made in accord-
ance with a written pipe specification
that sets forth the chemical requirements
for the pipe steel and mechanical tests
for the pipe to provide pipe suitable for
the use intended.

(c) Each length of pipe with an outside
diameter of 4 inches or more must be
marked on the pipe or pipe coating with
the specification to which it was made,
the specified minimum yield strength or
grade, and the pipe size. The marking
must be applied in a manner that does
not damage the pipe or pipe coating and
must remain visible until the pipe is
installed.
§ 195.114 Used pipe.

Any used pipe installed in a pipeline
system must comply with § 195.112 (a)
and (b) and the following:

(a) The pipe must be of a known speci-
fication and the joint factor must be de-
termined in accordance with this part.
If the specified minimum yield strength
is not known, the yield strength must be
determined in accordance with § 437.6.6
of USAS B31.4-1966. If the wall thick-
ness is not known it must be determined
in accordance with § 437.6.3 of USAS
B31.4-1966.

(b) There may not be any-
(1) Buckles;
(2) Cracks, grooves, gouges, dents, or

other surface defects that exceed the
maximum depth of such a defect per-
mitted by the specification to which the
pipe was manufactured; or

(3) Corroded areas where the remain-
ing wall thickness is less than the mini-
mum thickness required by the toler-
ances in the specification to which the
pipe was manufactured.
However, pipe that does not meet the
requirements of subparagraph (3) of
this paragraph may be used if the oper-
ating pressure is reduced to be commen-
surate with the remaining wall thickness.

§ 195.116 Valves.

Each valve installed in a pipeline sys-
tem must comply with the following:

(a) The valve must le of a sound
engineering design.

(b) Materials subject to the internal
pressure of the pipeline system, including
welded and flanged ends, must be com-
patible with the pipe or fittings to which
the valve. is attached.

(c) Each part of the valve that will be
in contact with the commodity stream
must be made of materials that are com-
patible with each commodity that it is
anticipated will flow through the pipeline
system.

(d) Each valve must be both hydro-
statically shell tested and hydro-
statically seat tested without leakage to
at least the requirements set forth in
section 5, API Standard 6D, 1964
Edition.

(e) Each valve must be equipped with
a means for clearly indicating the posi-
tion of the valve (open, closed, etc.).

(f) Each valve must be marked on the
body or the nameplate, with at least the
following:
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(1) Manufacturer's, name or trade-
mark

(2) Class designation or the maximum
working pressure to which the valve may
be subjected.

(3) Body material designation (the
end connection material, if more than
one type is used).

(4) Nominal valve size.

§ 195.118 Fittings.
Each fitting used in a pipeline system

(such as elbows, returns, tees, crosses,
caps, reducers) must comply with the
following:
. (a) Butt-welding type fittings must
meet the marking, end preparation, and
the bursting strength requirements of
USAS B16.9-1964, MSS Standard Prac-
tice SP 48, 1969 Edition, or MSS Stand-
ard Practice SP-63, 1969 Edition.

(b) There may not be any buckles,
dents, cracks, gouges, or other defects in
the fitting that might reduce the
strength of the fitting.

(c) The fitting must be suitable for
the intended service and be at least as
strong as the pipe and other fittings in
the pipeline system to which it is
attached.

§ 195.120 Changes in directiou: Provi-
sion for internal passage.

Each component of a main line sys-
tem, other than station and terminal
manifolds, that change direction within
the pipeline system must have a radius
of turn that readily allows the passage
of pipeline scrapers, spheres, and in-
ternal inspection equipment.

§ 195.122 Fabricated branch connec-
tions.

Each pipeline system must be designed
so that the addition of any fabricated
branch connections will not reduce the
strength of the pipeline system.

§ 195.124 Closures.

Each closure to be installed in a pipe-
line system must comply with the ASME
Code, section V3I for Unfired Pressure

'Vessels, 1968 Edition, and must have
pressure and temperature ratings at
least equal to those of the pipe to which
the closure is attached.

§ 195.126 Flange connection.

Each component of a flange connec-
tion must be compatible with each other
component and the connection as a
unit must be suitable for the service in
which it is to be used.

§ 195.128 Station piping.

Any pipe to be installed in a station
that Is subject to system pressure must
meet the applicable requirements of this
subpart.

§ 195.130 Fabricated assemblies.
Each fabricated assembly to be In-

stalled in a pipeline system must meet the
applicable requirements of this subpart.

§ 195.132 Above ground tanks.

Each above ground tank must be de-
signed to withstand the internal pres-
sure produced by the commodity to be

stored therein and any anticipated ex-
ternal loads.

Subpart D-Construction

§ 195.200 Scope.

This subpart prescribes minimum re-
quirements for constructing new pipe-
line systems with steel pipe, and for
relocating, replacing, or otherwise
changing existing pipeline systems that
are constructed with steel pipe. However,
this subpart does not apply to the move-
ment of pipe covered by § 195.424.

§195.202 Compliance with specifica-
tions or standards.

Each pipeline system must be con-
structed in accordance with comprehen-
sive written specifications or standards
that are consistent with the requirements
of this part.

§ 195.204 Inspection-general.

Inspection must be provided to ensure
the installation of pipe .or pipeline sys-
tems in accordance with the require-
ments of this subpart. No person may
be used to perform inspections unless
that person has been trained and is
qualified in the-phase of construction
he is to inspect.

§ 195.206 Material inspection.

No pipe or other component may be
installed in a pipeline system unless it
has been visually inspected at the site
of installation to ensure that it is not
damaged in a manner that could im-
pair its strength or reduce its service-
ability.

§195.208 Welding of supports and
braces.

Supports or braces may not be welded
directly to pipe that will be operated at
a pressure of more than 100 ps.i.g.

§ 195.210 Pipeline location.

(a) Pipeline right-of-way must be
selected to avoid, as far as practicable,
areas containing private dwellings, In-
dustrial buildings, and places of public
assembly.

(b) No pipeline may be located within
50 feet of any private dwelling, or any
industrial building or place of public
assembly in which persons work, congre-
gate, or assemble, unless it is provided
with at least 12 inches of-cover in addi-
tion to that prescribed in § 195.248.

§ 195.212 Bending of pipe.

Each field bend must comply with the
following:

(a) The bend must be smooth and
uniform.

(b) After bending the pipe must be
free from buckling, cracks, or any other
mechanical damage and must conform
to the profile of the completed ditch.

(c) There must be no wrinkle bends
or mitered bends (not including deflec-
tions up to 3 ° that are caused by mis-
alignment).

(d) No girth weld may be placed in-
side the bending shoe if the weld pro-
trudes above the outer wall of the pipe.

(e) Pipe containing a longitudinal
weld must be bent so that the seam is
located near the neutral axis.

§ 195.214 Welding: General.

(a) Welding must be performed in
compliance with this section and
§§ 195.218 through 195.234.

(b) Welding must be performed in
accordance with established written
welding procedures that have been tested
to assure that they will produce sound,
ductile welds that comply with require-
ments of this subpart. Detailed records
of these tests must be kept by the car-
rier involved.

§ 195.218 Welding: Seam offset.

Seams on adjacent pipe lengths must
be offset.

§ 195.220 Welds: Filler metal.
Filler metal must be at least equal in

strength to the highest specified mini-
mum yield strength of the pieces being
welded and must fuse the pieces together.

§ 195.222 Welders: Testing.

Each welder must have been tested and
found to qualify under section 3, API
Standard 1104, January 1968 edition.

§ 195.224 Welding: Weather.

Welding must be protected from
weather conditions that would impair
the quality of the completed weld.

§ 195.226 Welding: Are burns.

(a) Each arc burn must be repaired.
.(b) An arc burn may be repaired by

completely removing the notch by grind-
ing, if the grinding does not reduce the
remaining wall thickness to less than the
minimum thickness required by the toler-
ances in the specification to which the
pipe is manufactured. If a notch is not
repairable by grinding, a cylinder of the
pipe containing the entire notch must
be removed.

(c) A ground may not be welded to the
pipe or fitting that is being welded.

§ 195.228 Welding inspection: Stand-
ards of acceptability.

The weld and welding must be in-
spected to ensure compliance with the
requirements of this subpart. Visual in-
spection must be supplemented by non-
destructive testing. The acceptability, of
the weld is determined according to the
standards in section 6, API Standard
1104, January 1968 edition.

§ 195.230 Welds: Repair of defects.
A weld that is found unacceptable

under § 195.228 may not be repaired
unless-

(a) There are no cracks in the weld;
(b) The segment of the weld to be re-

paired was not previously repaired; and
(c) The weld is inspected after repair

to assure its acceptability.
§ 195.232 Welds: Removal of' defects.

A cylinder of the pipe containing a
weld must be removed and the ends re-
beveled whenever-

(a) The weld contains one or more
cracks;

(b) The weld is not acceptable under
§ 195.228 and is not repaired; or

(c) The weld was repaired and the re-
pair did not meet the requirements of
§ 195.228.
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§ 195.234 Welds: Nondestructive test-
ing and retention of testing records.

(a) A weld may. be nondestructively
tested by any process that will clearly
indicate any defects that may affect the
integrity of the weld.

(b) Any nondestructive testing of
welds must be performed-

(1) In accordanbe with a written set
of procedures for nondestructive testing;
and

(2) With personnel that have been
trained in the established procedures
and in the use of the equipment employed
in the testing.

(c) Procedures for the proper inter-
pretation of each weld inspection must
be established to ensure the acceptability
of the weld under § 195.228.

(d) During construction, at least 10
percent of the girth welds made by each
welder during e tch welding day mftst
be nondestructively tested over the en-
tire circumference of the weld.

(e) In the following locations, 100 per-
cent of the girth welds must be non-
destructively tested:

(1) At any location where a loss of
commodity would pollute any stream,
river, lake, reservoir, or other body of
water.

(2) Within railroad or public road
rights-of-way.

(3) At overhead road crossings and
within tunnels.

(4) At pipeline tie-ins.
(5) Within the limits of any incorpo-

rated subdivision of a State government.
(65 Within populated areas, including

but not limited to, residential subdivi-
sions, shopping centers, schools, desig-
nated commercial areas, industrial
facilities, public institutions, and places
of public assembly.

(f) When installing used pipe, 100 per-
cent of the old girth welds must be non-
destructively tested.

(g) A record of the nondestructive
testing must be retained by the caaTier
who is involved, including (if radi-
ography is used) the developed film with,
so far as practicable, the location of the
weld. This record must be retained for
3 *years after the line is placed in
operation.
§ 195.236 External corrosion protec-

tion.
Each component in the pipeline sys-

tem must be provided with protection
against external corrosion.
§ 195.238 External coating.

(a) No pipeline system component may
be buried unless that component has an
external protective coating that-

(1) Is designed to mitigate corrosion
on the buried component;

(2) Has sufficient adhesion to the
metal surface to prevent underfilm mi-
gration of moisture;

(3) Is sufficiently ductile to resist.
cracking;

(4) Has enough strength to resist
damage due to handling and soil stress;
and

(5) Supports any supplemental ca-
thodic protection.

In addition, if an insulating-type coating
is used it must have low moisture ab-
sorption and provide high electrical
resistance.

(b) All pipe coating must be inspected
just prior to lowering the pipe into the
ditch and any damage discovered must
be repaired.

§ 195.242 Cathodic protection system.

(a) A cathodic protection system must
be installed for all buried facilities to
mitigate corrosion -deterioration that
might result in structural failure. A test
procedure must be developed to deter-
mine whether adequate cathodic pro-
tection has been achieved.

(b) A cathodic protection system must
be installed not later than 1 year after
completing, the construction.

§ 195.244 Test leads.

(a) Except for offshore pipelines,
electrical test leads used for corrosion
control or electrolysis testing must be
installed at intervals frequent enough
to obtain electrical measurements indi-
cating the adequacy of the cathodic
protection.

(b) Test leads must be installed as
follows:

(1) Enough looping or slack must be
provided to prevent test leads from being
unduly stressed or broken during back-
filling.

(2) Each lead must be attached to the
pipe so as to prevent stress concentra-
tion on the pipe.

(3) Each lead installed in a conduit
must be suitably insulated from the
conduit.
§ 195.246 Installation of pipe in a

ditch.

All pipe installed in a ditch must be
installed in a manner that minimizes the
introduction of secondary stresses and
the possibility of damage to the pipe.

§ 195.248 Cover over buried pipeline.

(a) Unless specifically exempted in
this subpart, all pipe must be buried so
that it is below the level of cultivation.
Except as provided in paragraph (b) of
this section, the pipe must be installed
so that the cover between the top of the
pipe and the ground level, road bed, or
river bottom, as applicable, complies with
the following table:

Cover (inches)

Location For normal For Rock
excava- excava-
tion tion I

Industrial, commercial, and
residential areas --------------- 36 30

Crossings of bodies of water
with a width of at least 100
feet from high water mark to
high water mark -------------- 48 18

Drainage ditches at public
roads and railroads ----------- 36 36

Any other area ----------------- 30 18

1 Rock excavation Is any excavation that requires
blasting or removal by equivalent means.

(b) Less cover than the minimum re-
quired by paragraph (a) of this section
and § 195.210 may be used if-

(1) It is impracticable to comply with
the minimum cover requiuements; and

(2) Additional protection is provided
that is equivalent. to the minimum re-
quired cover.

§ 195.250 Clearance between pipe and
underground structures.

Any pipe installed underground must
have at least 12 inches of clearance be-
tween the outside of the pipe and the
extremity of any other underground
structure, except that for drainage tile
the minimum blearance may be less than
12 inches but not less than 2 inches. How-
ever, where 12 inches of clearance is im-
practicable, the clearance may be re-
duced if adequate provisions are made
for corrosion control.

§ 195.252 Backfilling.
Backfilling must be performed in a

manner that protects any pipe coating
and provides' firm support for the pipe.

§ 195.254 Above ground components.
(a) Any component may be installed

above ground in the following situa-
tions, if the other applicable require-
ments of this part are complied with:

(1) Overhead crossings of highways,
railroads, or a body of water.

(2) Spans over ditches and gullies.
(3) Scraper traps or block valves.
(4) Areas under the direct control of

the carrier.
(5) In any area inaccessible to the

public.
(b) Each component covered by this

section must be protected from the
forces exerted by the anticipated loads.

§ 195.256 Crossing of railroads and
highways.

The pipe at each railroad or highway
crossing must be installed so as to ade-
quately withstand the dynamic forces
exerted by anticipated traffic loads.

§ 195.258 Valves: General.
Each valve must be installed in a loca-

tion that is accessible.to authorized em-
ployees and that is protected from"
damage or tampering.

§ 195.260 Valves: Location.

A valve must be installed at each of
the following locations:

(a) On the suction end and the dis-
charge end of a pump station in a man-
ner that permits isolation of the pump
station equipment in the event of an
emergency.

(b) On each line entering or leaving
a tank farm in a manner that permits
isolation of the tank farm from other
facilities.

(c) On each main line at locations
along the pipeline system that will mini-
mize damage from accidental product
discharge, as appropriate for the terrain
in open country or for the location near
cities or other populated areas.

(d) On, each lateral takeoff from a
trunk line in a manner that permits
shutting off the lateral without inter-
rupting the flow in the trunk line.
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(e) On each side of a water crossing
that is more than 100 feet wide from
high-water mark to high-water mark
unless the Administrator finds in a par-
ticular case that valves are not justified.

(f) On each side of a reservoir hold-
ing water for human consumption.

§ 195.262 Pumping equipment.
(a) Adequate ventilation must be pro-

vided in pump station buildings to pre-
vent the accumulation of hazardous
vapors. Warning devices must be in-
stalled to warn of the presence of haz-
ardous vapors in the pumping .station
building.

(b) The following must be provided in
each pump station:

(1) Safety devices that prevent over-
pressuring of pumping equipment, in-
cluding the auxiliary pumping equip-
ment within the pumping station.

(2) A device for the emergency shut-
down of each pumping station.

(3) If power Is necessary to actuate
the safety devices, an auxiliary power
supply.

(c) Each safety device must be tested
under conditions approximating actual
operations and found to function prop-
erly before the pumping station may be
used.

(d) Except for offshore pipelines,
pumping equipment may not be in-
stalled-

(1) On any property that will not be
under the control of the carrier; or

(2) Less than 50 feet from the bound-
ary of the station.

(e) Adequate fire protection must be
installed at each pump station. If the
fire protection system installed requires
the use of pumps, motive power must be
provided for those pumps that is sep-
arate from the power that operates the
station.

§ 195.264 Above ground tanks.
(a) A means must be provided for

containing liquids in the event of spillage
or tank failure.

(b) Tankage areas must be adequately
protected against unauthorized entry.

(c) Normal and emergency relief vent-
ing must be provided for each tank.
§ 195.266 Construction records.

A complete record that shows the fol-
lowing must be maintained by the carrier
involved for the life of each facility:

(a) The total number of girth welds
and the number nondestructively tested,
including the number rejected and the
disposition of each rejected weld.

(b) The amount, location, and cover
of each size of pipe installed.

(c) The location of each crossing of
another pipeline.

(d) The location of each buried utility
crossing.

(e) The location of each overhead
crossing.

(f) The location of each valve,
weighted pipe, corrosion test station, or
other item connected to the pipe.

Subpart E [Reserved]

Subpart F--.-Operation and
Maintenance

§.195.400 Scope.
This subpart prescribes minimum re-

quirements for operating and maintain-
ing pipeline systems constructed with
steel pipe.
§ 195.402 General requirements.

(a) Each carrier shall establish and
maintain current written procedures:

(1) To ensure the safe operation and
maintenance of its pipeline system in
accordance with this Part during normal
operations.

(2) To be followed during abnormal
operations and emergencies.

(b) No carrier may operate or main-
tain its pipeline systems at a level of
safety lower than that required by this
subpart and the procedures it is re-
quired to establish under paragraph (a)
of this section.

(c) Whenever a carrier discovers any
condition that could adversely affect the
safe operation of its pipeline system it
shall correct it within a reasonable time.
However, if the condition is of such a
nature that it presents an immediate
hazard to persons or property, the car-
rier may not operate the affected part
of the system until it has corrected the
unsafe condition.

(d) No carrier may operate any part
of a pipeline system upon which con-
struction was begun after March 31,
1970, unless it was desigfied and con-
structed as required by this part.
§ 195.404 Maps and records.

(a) Each carrier shall maintain cur-
rent maps and records of its pipeline,
systems that include at least the follow-
ing information:

(1) Location and identification of all
major facilities.

(2) All crossings of public roads, rail-
roads, rivers, buried utilities, and foreign
pipelines.

(3) The maximum operating pres-
sure of each pipeline.

(4) The diameter, grade, type, and
nominal wall thickness of all pipe.

(b) Each carrier shall maintain daily
operating records that indicate the dis-
charge pressures at each pump station
and any unusual operations of a facility.
The carrier shall retain these records at
its principal place of business for at least
3 years.

(c) Each carrier shall also maintain
for the useful life of that part of the
pipeline system to which they relate, rec-
ords that include the following:

(1) The date, location, and descrip-
tion of each repair made to its pipeline
systems.

(2) A record of each inspection and
each test required by this subpart.
§ 195.408 Communications.

Each carrier shall have a communi-
cation system that insures the trans-

mission of information required for the
safe operation of its pipeline systems.

§ 195.410 Line markers.

(a) Except as provided in paragraphs
(b) and (c) of this section, each carrier
shall place and maintain line markers
over each buried line in accordance with
the following:

(1) Markers must be located at each
public road crossing, at each railroad
crossing, and in sufficient number along
the remainder of each buried line so
that its location is accurately known.

(2) The marker must state at least
the following: "Warning" followed by the
words "Petroleum (or the name of the
commodity transported) Pipeline" (in
lettering at least 1 inch high with an
approximate stroke of one-quarter inch
on a background of sharply contrasting
color), the name of the carrier and a
telephone number (including area code)
where- the carrier can be reached at all
times. Markers at navigable waterway
crossings must also contain the words
"Do Not Anchor or Dredge" with letter-
ing not less than 12 inches high with an
approximate stroke of 1% inches on a
background of sharply contrasting
color.

(b) Line markers are not required in
heavily developed urban areas such as
downtown business centers where-

(1) The placement of markers is im-
practicable and would not serve the pur-
pose for which markers are intended;
and

(2) The local government maintains
current substructure records.

(c) Line markers that have been in-
stalled before April 1, 1970, may be used
until April 1, 1975.

(d) Each carrier shall provide line
marking at locations where the line is
above ground in areas that are acces-
sible to the public.
§ 195.412 Inspection of rights-of-way

and crossings under navigable waters.
(a) Each carrier shall, at intervals not

exceeding 2 weeks, inspect the surface
conditions on or adjacent to each pipe-
line right-of-way.

(b) Except for offshore pipelines, each
carrier shall, at intervals not exceeding
5 years, inspect each crossing under a
navigable waterway to determine the
condition of the crossing.
§ 195.414 Cathodic protection.

(a) After March 31, 1973, no carrier
may operate a pipeline that has an ex-
ternal surface coating material, unless
that pipeline is cathodically protected.
This paragraph does not apply to tank
farms and buried pumping station piping.

(b) Each carrier shall electrically in-
spect each bare pipeline before April 1,
1975, to determine any areas in which
active corrosion is taking place. The car-
rier may not increase its established
maximum operating pressure on a sec-
tion of bare pipeline until the section has
been so electrically inspected. In any
areas where active corrosion is found,
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the carrier shall provide cathodic pro-
tection. Section 195.416 (f) and (g) ap-
plies to all corroded pipe that if found.

(c) Each carrier shall electrically in-
spect all tank farms and buried pumping
station piping before April 1, 1973, as to
the need for cathodic protection, and
cathodic protection shall be provided

- where necessary.

§ 195.416 External corrosion control.

(a) Each carrier shall, at intervals
not exceeding 12 months, conduct tests
on each underground facility in its pipe-
line systems that is under cathodic
protection to determine whether the
protection is adequate.

(b) Each carrier shall maintain the
test leads required for cathodic protec-
tion in such a condition that electrical
measurements can be obtained to en-
sure adequate protection.

(c) Each carrier shall, at intervals
not exceeding 2 months, inspect each of
its cathodic protection rectifiers.

(d) Each carrier shall, at intervals
not exceeding 5 years, electrically in-
spect the bare pipe in its pipeline system
that is not cathodically protected and
must study leak records for that pipe to
determine if additional protection is
needed.

(e) Whenever any buried pipe is ex-
posed for any reason, the carrier shall
examine the pipe for evidence of external
corrosion. If the carrier finds that there
Is active corrosion, that the surface of
the pipe is generally pitted, or that cor-
rosion has caused a leak, it shall investi-
gate further to determine the extent of
the corrosion.

(f) Any pipe that is found to be gen-
erally corroded so that the remaining
wall thickness is less than the minimum
thickness required by the pipe specifica-
tion tolerances must either be replaced
with coated pipe that meets the require-
ments of this part or, if the area is small,
must be repaired. However, the carrier
need not replace generally corroded pipe
if the operating pressure is reduced to be
commensurate with the limits on operat-
ng pressure specified in this subpart,

based on the actual remaining wall
thickness.

(g) If isolated corrosion pitting is
found, the carrier shall repair or replace
the pipe unless-

(1) The diameter of the corrosion pits,
as measured at the surface of the pipe,
is less than the nominal wall thickness
of the pipe; and

(2) The remaining wall thickness at
the bottom of the pits is at least 70 per-
cent of the nominal wall thickness.

(h) Each carrier shall clean, coat with
material suitable for the prevention of
atmospheric corrosion, and, maintain
this protection for, each component in its
pipeline system that is exposed to the
atmosphere.

§ 195.418 Internal corrosion control.

(a) No carrier may transport any
commodity that would corrode the pipe
or other components of its pipeline sys-
tem, unless it has investigated the corro-
sive effect of the commodity on the sys-

tem and has taken adequate steps to mit-
igate corrosion.

(b) If corrosion inhibitors are used to
mitigate internal corrosion the carrier
shall use inhibitors in sufficient quantity
to protect the entire part of the system
that the inhibitors are designed to pro-
tect and shall also use coupons or other
monitoring equipment to determine their
effectiveness.

(c) The carrier shall, at intervals not
exceeding 6 months, examine coupons
or other types of monitoring equipment
to determine the effectiveness of the in-
hibitors or the extent of any corrosion.

(d) Whenever any pipe is removed
from the pipeline for any reason, the
carrier must inspect the internal surface
for evidence of corrosion. If the pipe is
generally corroded such that the remain-
ing wall thickness is less than the mini-
mum thickness required by the pipe
specification tolerances, the carrier shall
investigate adjacent pipe to determine
the extent of the corrosion. The corroded
pipe must be replaced with pipe that
meets the requirements of this part.

§ 195.420 Valve maintenance.

(a) Each carrier shall maintain each
valve that is necessary for the safe opera-
tion of its pipeline systems in good work-
ing order at all times.

(b) Each carrier shall, at intervals not
exceeding 6 months, inspect each main
line valve to determine that it is function-
ing properly.

(c) Each carrier shall provide protec-
tion for each valve from unauthorized
operation and from vandalism.

§ 195.422 Pipeline repairs.

(a) Each carrier shall, in repairing its
pipeline systems, insure that the repairs
are made in a safe manner and are made
so a's to prevent damage to persons or
property.

(b) No carrier may use any pipe, valve,
or fitting, for replacement In repairing
pipeline facilities, unless it is designed
and constructed as required by this part.

§ 195.424 Pipe movement.

(a) No carrier may move any line pipe,
unless the pressure in the line section in-
volved is reduced to not more than 50
percent of the maximum operating
pressure.

(b) No carrier may move any pipeline
containing liquefied gases unless the line
section involved is isolated to prevent the
flow of commodity.

§ 195.426 Scraper and sphere facilities.
No carrier may use a launcher or re-

ceiver that is not equipped with a relief
device capable of safely relieving pres-
sure in the barrel before insertion or
removal of scrapers or spheres. The car-
rier must use a suitable device to indi-
cate that pressure has been relieved in
the barrel or must provide a means to
prevent insertion or removal of scrapers
or spheres if pressure has not been re-
lieved in the barrel.
§ 195.428 Overpressure safety devices.

(a) Each carrier shall, at intervals not
exceeding 12 months, or 6 months in the
case of pipelines used to carry liquefied

gases, inspect and test each pressure lim-
iting device, relief valve, pressure regu-
lator, or other item of pressure control
equipment to determine that it is func-
tioning properly, is in good mechanical
condition, and is adequate from the
standpoint of capacity and reliability of
operation for the service in which it is
used.

§ 195.430 Firefighting equipment.

Each carrier shall maintain adequate
firefighting equipment at each pump sta-
tion, terminal, and tank farm. The
equipment must be-

(a) In proper operating condition at
all times;

(b) Plainly marked so that its identity
as firefighting equipment is clear; and

(c) Located so that it Is easily acces-
sible during a fire.

§ 195.432 Storage vessels.
Each carrier shall, at intervalt not ex-

ceeding 12 months, inspect each storage
vessel (icfiluding atmospheric and pres-
sure tanks).

§ 195.434 Signs.

Each carrier shall maintain signs visi-
ble to the public around each pumping
station, terminal, or tank farm. Each
sign must contain the name of the car-
rier and an emergency telephone number
to contact.

§ 195.436 Security of facilities.

Each carrier shall provide protection
for each pumping station, terminal, and
tank farm and other exposed facility
(such as scraper traps) from vandalism
and unauthorized entry.

§ 195.438 Smoking or open flames.
Each carrier shall prohibit smoking

and 'open flames in each pump station
area and each-terminal or tank farm
area where'there is a possibility of the
leakage of a flammable commodity or of
the presence of flammable vapors.
[P.R. Doe. 69-11911; Filed, Oct. 3, 1969;

8:49 a.m.]

Chapter X-nterstate Commerce
Commission

SUBCHAPTER A-GENERAL RULES AND
REGULATIONS

[Ex Parte No. MCL-37 (Sub-No. 13) 1

PART 1048-COMMERCIAL ZONES

Rio Grande Border Municipalities;
Commercial Zones and Terminal
Areas; Extension of Effective Date

OCrOBER 1, 1969.
By order dated September 30, 1969,

the effective date of the order of the
Commission of May 7, 1969, published
on page 9870 of the June 26, 1969, Issue
of the FEDERAL REGISTER amending
:§ 1048.101 of Chapter X of Title 49 of
the Code of Federal Regulations is fur-
ther extended to November 10, 1969.

[SEAL] H. NEIL GARSOIr,
Secretary.

[P.R. Doc. 69-11920; Filed, Oct. 3, 1969;
8:49 a.m.]
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